Genetic variations in the monocarboxylate transporter genes (SLC16A1, SLC16A3, and SLC16A11) in the Japanese population.
MCT1 (SLC16A1), MCT4 (SLC16A3), and MCT11 (SLC16A11) are members of the monocarboxylate transporter (MCT) family. MCT1 and MCT4 transport pH-related monocarboxylates, such as lactate and pyruvate. MCT11 may also be a proton-coupled monocarboxylate transporter. Although alterations of these substrates are involved in the pathology of cancer and diabetes, little is known about MCT polymorphisms. In this study, genetic variation was evaluated in SLC16A1, SLC16A3, and SLC16A11 in the Japanese population (healthy volunteers, n = 92). Polymorphisms in the coding regions of the SLC16A1, SLC16A3, and SLC16A11 genes were screened by DNA sequencing. A single polymorphism that caused a change in the amino acid sequence was found in SLC16A1 (rs1049434 (T1470A, D490E)) and in SLC16A3 (rs368788465 (C641T, S214F)). Five polymorphisms were detected in the SLC16A11 gene (rs117767867 (G337A, V113I), rs13342692 (A380G, D127G), rs13342232 (T561C, silent), rs75418188 (G1018A, G340S), and rs75493593 (C1327A, P443T)). This information for a healthy population provides a comparison for further studies of patients with various diseases such as cancer and diabetes.